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As passionate admirers of the bound text, avid collectors of books 
and purveyors of wedding services, the owners of Hedingham Castle 
have decided upon comissioning a library to facilitate the storage of 
an ever-increasing personal collection of texts, along with facilities to 
create new books, and provide a locally made ink.

This collection of texts encompasses volumes of personal tastes, civic 
titles (as a historical record of Hedingham as a whole) and also wed-
ding registers from Hedingham’s history. The owners have decided, 
from their fondness of and the desire to extend the historical context, 
that the events and associated memories should be further document-
ed in a manner that will also provide a spectacle for future guests. 

The notion of being able to create Hedingham-derived books is born 
from an intention to continue an ongoing record of Hedingham 
Castle’s marital significance. The new facilities are aimed at allowing 
prospective couples to author their own volumes as a poignant addi-
tion to the site’s rich history.

Brief
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Systems: Paper & Ink

In responding to the wishes of the client in the 
functional qualities of the building, it is necessary to 
look at the processes of ink and paper preparation.

As a notion of keeping the feel of the technology of 
the building with the historical context of the site, 
methods will be employed that do not in particular 
mirror modern techniques, but in more ancient and 
archaic methods. By looking at these processes in 
the diagram across, the architectural intent can start 
to be outlined.

These processes have been researched and used 
as a basis of the transfer of materials through the 
building. As a suggestion to the particular attitude 
towards the architectural resolution, it is intended 
that some of these processes will be incorporated 
into the fabric of the building where possible. The 
aim is to create an environment which is not purely 
static, but will interact with certain events that take 
place on the site. In is intended that every time a 
wedding takes place, ink is sprayed onto canvases 
to create a record of Hedingham Castle’s modern 
history.
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The village of Castle Hedingham is located in the south-east of Eng-
land. It is located roughly 60 miles from London, in the lush rolling 
countryside of the home counties. Access to the village include car, 
train links from Braintree (11 miles) or plane links by Stansted Air-
port, (25 miles). The village itself is relatively remote, and it will be 
quite difficult to reach without the use of a car or taxi service. 

LONDON

CASTLE HEDINGHAM

Location & Wider Access
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The town of Castle Hedingham sits adjacent to the Castle grounds. 
It has evolved as a castle town, now primarily inhabited by an elderly 
or commuter-type population, of roughly 1200 in size. The town has 
a rich history, linked closely to the castle. 

It is useful to understand the position of the town in context to the 
Castle and the Brief; it is anticipated that the township itself will not 
form a significant portion of the visitor intake to the new library, and 
that most of the intake will be based upon visitors from weddings 
and general tourism.

Castle Hedingham
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Hedingham Castle has a rich and varied history, spanning back to 
circa. 1140 when the stone keep was first built by Aubrey de Vere 
ii, whose father was a knight of William the Conqueror. The castle 
remained in the family for 550 years, until the family line was ended 
without an heir and the castle was purchased by the then Lord Mayor 
of London, Sir William Ashurst. 

During Ashurst’s ownership, he built a country house which still 
stands today, supplemented with a newer pastiche connected to the 
original house. He also landscaped much of the estate, which remains 
in existence to this very day. 

The ownership of Hedingham Castle has a particular significance to 
the title Earl of Oxford, as the title stayed within the de Vere’s for 
the entire 550 years, spanning 20 generations, until the Castle was 
finally relinquished from the family due to lack of an heir. It should 
be noted that the de Vere family were intensely loyal to the ruling 
monarchs, and were lavishly rewarded for their faith.

The Castle has played host to many important Royal figures, includ-
ing that of Henry VIII and Queen Elizabeth. 

Drawing of the Castle estate depicting the renovations and additions by Sir William Ashurst. Image taken from www.hedinghamcastle.com

History of Hedingham Castle
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The grounds of Hedingham Castle are vast, roughly similar in size to 
that of the village itself. As a result it becomes the focal point of the 
village and the main point of interest for visitors and tourists. The 
grounds and its buildings have a rich and varied history, with the 
Keep dating back to c.1140 during the Norman reign in England. At 
the current time, the Keep is used for wedding ceremonies, with the 
house and the garden hosting the reception. As the Keep has such 
historical significance, it would be inappropriate to make an addition 

on the motte itself. As the library is intended to be easily accessed 
for the guests and bridal couple alike, it would be best situated near 
both the Keep and house. Amongst the utility and support buildings 
is an old stables that is currently in a state of disrepair. The location 
of these stables would provide an ideal site to build the new library. 
As such unique beauty is contained within the castle grounds, it is 
important to maximise views as much as possible.

Key responses to brief from site analysis:
Locate library near both Keep and main house• 
Use existing structures if possible • 
Allow for unobstructed and easy access from main entrance• 
Utilise possibilities for views onto site as much as possible• 

Hedingham Castle - Grounds Overview
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This section shows the change in levels at the chosen site and the 
relationship between the stables an the Keep. As shown below, the 
stables are situated on change in level, and this will be an important 
factor when designing the structural foundations of the building.

See plan across for location of section cut.

Motte BaileyStables

Dry Moat

Keep

Site Section
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Key responses to brief from site analysis:
Maintain existing character if possible• 
Locate entrance near main approach• 
Use north facing part of building to possibly act as material • 
intake and maintenance
Make northeast facade welcoming to approaching guests from • 
gardens

The above diagram shows the main elements of the site that will in-
fluence the layout of the building. The stables offer various qualities 
to the surrounding site. 

Primarily it is situated directly between the existing house and the 
Keep, making it easily visible and a focal point of the journey be-
tween the two existing buildings. As the stables themselves have a 
certain historic quality, it is proposed that part of the stables will 
be kept, or to maintain the language of the aesthetic used in some 

Key Aspects of Site

places. This will mean possibly using the original brick from the sta-
bles or simply keeping and modernising certain parts. 

By creating a new publicly accessible building in place of the stables, 
this offers the opportunity to open up the entire ‘plaza’ style area 
between the buildings. Depending on the necessity and possibilities 
for relocation of existing support areas, more of the surrounding 
buildings can also be transformed into formal spaces that augment 
and embellish the ritual of the Wedding. 
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Environmental Analysis - Stables
The drawing above illustrates the general aspects of the site where 
the stables are located. By looking at the facade on the west it can 
be seen that it is quite exposed to any wind movements. Photograph 
no.4 shows the exact nature of the west wall, and the foliage that sur-
rounds it. This means that in terms of natural ventilation, wind can 
easily be used to cool the building if needed. Trees are in abundance 
around the site, and will be used to both grow gallnuts and as pulp 
for paper. 

In the vicinity of the stables there are no immediate buildings of 
significant height. The Keep at roughly 30m tall is 50m from the 
stables, too far away to have any significant shading effect. The trees 
are also situated in such as way as not to block any sunlight into the 
building. This will mean that lighting into the building will need to 
be controlled to avoid overexposure.

Key responses to brief from environmental analysis:
Use solar gain to dry paper• 
Use slightly exposed facade to ventilate building• 
Use movement of sun to provide diffuse lighting into library• 
Paper pulp source from trees on site• 
Gallnuts to be grown for ink • 
Rainwater to be used for sanitation and paper & ink production• 

1.2.

3.

4.

5.

10.

7.

6.
8.

9.
Southwesterly Prevailing Wind
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Site Photos

1. 9.

2. 10.5.

7.

6.

8.

3.

4.

1. Approach to house
2. Tudor Bridge 
3. Dry moat
4. Southwest wall of existing stables
5. Northeast wall of existing stables
6.  View of Keep from stables
7. Dry moat from bridge
8. Southwest wall of existing stables
9. Southwest wall of existing stables
10. Northeast wall of existing stables

See previous page for location of photographs
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Initial Proposed Response

After looking at the previous analysis of the site and the intended 
use of the building, an initial layout has been propsed. Looking at 
the plan on the left, the general idea of how spaces will be situated 
is displayed. Due to the narrow format of the site, the processes will 
be implemented in a linear manner. 

Summary of spatial arrangement:
By using the path of the sun the south-facing elevation will • 
be used to store and dry the paper before being bound into a 
book.
Due to the ‘workshop’ style nature of the ink and paper prepa-• 
ration spatial requirements, these will be situated as ‘back-of-
house’ spaces, towards the north end of the building. This will 
also be retained as the original structure, as there is not a great 
need to alter the spatial qualities.
The library space will sit in the middle of the paper preparation • 
zones, along with the lobby and toilets. This will allow certain 
processes to travel through the library spaces to create the idea 
of a ‘mechanically integrated’ space.
A mezzanine-style second floor will be included as a space to • 
read and write in the newly bound books.

Ideas for external envelope:
Create welcoming/focal facade on northeast wall for guests ap-• 
proaching from garden.
Use brick facade on the southwest to maintain characteristic of • 
old building. View onto this facade from Keep should also be 
subtle, making brick a suitable material.

Functional Spaces

‘Workshop Spaces

Library Space
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The Production of Paper

The Production of Ink

By using the outlined processes from the previous page, these func-
tions and requirements can now be expressed in terms of systematic 
layouts. Here the process of paper making is fitted to the intended 
site for the building and explained in a straightforward and clear 
manner.

As is shown in the diagram, the process of paper making is located 
along a linear route through the building, and utilises the orientation 
to fully complement certain events in the process, as derived from 
previous analysis.

The production of ink is a much less laborious process; it can be done 
relatively quickly and does not require large amounts of machinery. 
Instead, the ink will be used as decorative elements throughout the 
library, through the tactics of storage, movement, and application 
onto surfaces. For more information about the movement of these 
materials through the building, see page 35.
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Concept drawing excerpt. See appendix for full drawing.
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1. Keep
2. Tudor Bridge
3. Existing House
4. Garden
5. Existing Storage Buildings
6. Approach Road
7. Dry Moat

Site Plan 1:1000 @ A3

1.

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .
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Plan 1:100 @ A3

1. Entrance
2. Lobby & Reception
3. Paper preparation & Bindery
4. Disabled Toilets
5. Library
6. Terrace
7. Ink Orbs & Canvas Facade
8. Stairs
9. Disabled Platform Lift
10. Headbox (Pulp Distributor)
11. Pulping Vat
12. Ink Preparation
13. Timber Storage
14. Paper Drying Hangers
15. Solar Shaders
16. Glazed Floor
17. Bookcases

1 .

A

BB

A

SEE P.39

2 .5 .

17 .

16 .

7 .

ELEVATION LOOKING NE

ELEVATION LOOKING SW

6.

15 .

8 .

9 .

10 .11 .

12 .

13 .

3 . 14 .4 .4 .
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Basement Plan 1:100 @ A3

1. Forecourt
2. Driving Gear for Pulping Vat
3. Gas Generator & Engine

1 .

2 .

3 .

Mezzanine Plan 1:100 @ A3

1. Stairs
2. Disabled Platform Lift
3. Tables
4. Ink Distributors/Writing Implements

1 .

2 .

3 . 4 . 4 . 4 . 4 . 4 .3 . 3 .

3 .

3 .

3 .

3 .

3 .

A

A
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Section BB 1:100 @ A3

1. Pulping Vat
2. Headbox (pulp distributor)
3. Engine Room
4. Exhaust/Warm Ait delivery plenum
5. Glass Exhaust/Radiator Columns
6. Rooflight
7. Exhaust Chimney
8. Mesh Floor
9. Frosted Glass Panel
10. Reinforced Glazed Floor Panel & Paper Drying Rollers
11. Disabled Toilet
12. Water Storage Tank
13. Rainwater Collection Gutter
14. Exhaust Chimney
15. Paper Outlet
16. Paper Drying Hangers
17. Air Plenum
18. Paper Light Diffusers & Ink Spray Nozzles

Mezzanine

Ground Floor

Basement

1 . 2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

5 .

6 . 7 .

8 .

9 .

10 .

11 . 11 .

12 .

13 .

14 .

15 .

16 .

17 .

18 .

A

A
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Section AA 1:100 @ A3

1. External Terrace
2. Paper Sun Shading Fins with Awnings
3. Exhauste Chimneys with Rain Covers
4. Wind Cowl
5. Pump Distributor for Ink Spray Nozzles
6. Ink Distributor for Ink Orbs (from Workshop)
7. Exterior Ink Nozzles
8. Ink Orb
9. Underfloor Air Plenum
10. Glazed Floor with Paper Drying Rollers 
11. Glass Exhuast/Radiator Columns
12. Bookshelves
13. Writing Tables

1 .

2 .

3 . 3 . 4 .

6 .

7 .8 .

8 .

9 . 9 .

10 .

11 .

12 . 12 .

11 .

13 .

10 .

5 .

2 .

B

B
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Roof Plan 1:100 @ A3

1. Staircase Smoke Vent
2. Wind Cowl
3. Exhaust Chimney
4. Rainwater Gutter
5. Exhaust Chimney

1.

2 .

3 .

3 . 3 . 3 .

3 . 3 . 3 .

4 .
5 .

2 . 2 .
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Elevation Looking SW 1:100 @ A3

1.Wind Cowl
2. Paper Canvas for Ink Spraying
3. Delivery Pipe for Ink Orbs
4. Ink Nozzles

2 .

4 .

2 .

4 .

2 .

4 .

2 .

4 .

2 .

4 .

2 .

4 .

2 .

4 .

2 .

4 .

1 .1 . 1 .

3 .
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Conceptual Elevation Looking NE 1:100 @ A3

1. Paper Solar Fins

1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
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Analysis of Existing Building
As part of the intended proposal, it is envisaged that part of the ex-
isting stables is to be kept to both act as a memoir of the past, and 
also to minimise construction and cost where possible. By using this 
strategy, however, many problems have the potential to be encoun-
tered. This section will discuss and outline possible routes of action 
to mitigate potential problems.

Previous Use
As already mentioned, the current building was used as a stables as 
shown in the plan. The residual waste and dirt that has accumulated 
over the lifespan of the building will have undoubtedly had an effect 
on the skin and structure of the building, rendering much of the 
inside space uninhabitable. Because of this, it is recommended that 
this portion of the building be demolished and rebuilt with fresh new 
materials. A full site survey should be carried out to assess the full 
condition of the building. 

Structural Performance
It is imperative to carry out a full structural survey on the existing 
structure to ensure that it will not fail. A structural engineer will need 
to be consulted to provide advice on what will need to be done. 

Insulation 
To bring the skin of the building up to current standards, retrofitted 
insulation will need to be installed. The strategy of how the insula-
tion is to be fitted will be determined by the new portion of the 
building. 

Waterproofing
As in the case of the insulation of the building, waterproofing needs 
to be considered in the same capacity to provide a sufficient barrier 
to moisture and water ingress.

Connections to New Constructions
During the design process, it will be important to understand that 
connections between the two elements need to be resolved to prevent 
failures in terms of waterproofing, insulative properties and struc-
tural performance. 

Existing building plan reproduced courtesy of Kay Pilsbury Thomas 
Architects.

DEMOLISH RETAIN

APPROXIMATE BOUNDARY BETWEEN NEW & EXISTING

POTENTIAL FOR FUTURE 
EXPANSION TO LIBRARY 
RECORDS
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Strategies & Options for 
Existing Building

Use of Masonry

Having outlined the potential problems and points of analysis of us-
ing the existing building, it is required to discuss the different strate-
gies in response to certain existing situations. 

Scenario 1: • 
Existing structure can be retained. 
Strucural performance is adequate for retrofitted elements.

In this case, certain actions will need to be taken during construc-
tion. Suitable restraining of the existing structure will be required 
to prevent failure (if it relies on elements that have not yet been 
built). 

Application of waterproofing and insulation may need to be carefully 
assessed to try to maintain a continuous line of defence between ex-
isting and new build. Phasing of the construction may be needed to 
make the process easier.

Scenario 2: • 
Existing structure is unsuitable and will need to be reinforced. 
Strucural performance is inadequate for retrofitted elements and 
presents a risk of failure. 

This case provides two more scenarios. In this situation, it will be 
required to either completely demolish the existing building and to 
rebuild a pastiche in the intended manner (easier), or to structurally 
reinforce the building internally. 

Consultation with a structural engineer will provide an evaluation of 
which method will be more economical, and how the existing struc-
ture will be reinforced. Options for this will include either blockwork 
or concrete (steel is unsuitable - see strucutral plan page 28).

THIS REPORT IS BASED UPON SCENARIO 2, WITH INTERNAL 
STRUCTURING BEING EMPLOYED TO BRING THE EXISTING 
PORTION OF THE BUILDING UP TO MODERN STANDARDS.

As mentioned in the outline proposal, brick is to be used on certain 
facades to retain a characteristic of the existing building. The plan & 
section below highlight the extent of the brickwork skin.
It is intended that bricks will be salvaged from the existing building 
to be made good and reused on the new facade.

Brick Facade

Timber Facade
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Structural Analysis: Plan
The library is constructed primarily from steel and concrete, with 
brick facing (non-structural) in certain areas (see previous page). 
The diagram below highlights the relationship between the conrete 
structure and the steel structure within a logical structural grid. To 
maintain a feeling of spatial ‘lightness’ steel is used in the library, 
whereas the more functional spaces use concrete. The spiral staircase 
will also be constructed from steel; this will add  overall rigidity to 
the structure.

The advantage of this is that the concrete box-like structures that 
sit either side of the library (and the external stair wall) create rigid 
‘boxes’ for the steel framing to prevent any excessive movement and 
provide bracing against any horizontal forces (i.e. wind loads). 

As a consequence, this means that the steel framing will need to be 
tied to the concrete structure to provide this stability. The move-
ment of each element cannot be independent; if the steel frame were 
allowed to move separately from the concrete the overall structural 
ridigity would be lost.
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Structural Analysis: Long Section

Looking at the section below, the columns provide the structure on 
which the roof and mezzanine floor rest. As already mentioned, the 
concrete box structures will provide stability for the steel frame to 
prevent excessive horizontal movement. 

The diagram shows elements in compression in red, and members 
in tension in blue. It is clear that most horizontal members are in 
tension, as when live loads are applied they tend to bow, causing the 
member to stretch. Conversely, members located vertically will be 
compressed due to the force applied onto them.

All forces that are imposed onto the beams will need to be transferred 
properly into the columns to ensure that the loads are taken down 
into the foundations and the ground.

Preliminary sizings of beams have been determined by a quick rule-
of-thumb method; beams can be approximated by taking the depth to 
be 1/20th of the span needed. More detailed analysis will be needed 
at a later stage with the consultation of a structural engineer to pro-
vide exact measurements and connection types also.
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Structural Analysis: 
Short Section

Within the library it will be of high importance to analyse the effect 
of dead loads upon the foundations. As the quantity of books is likely 
to be high, this will also mean that dead loads will also be high. This 
will ultimately affect the design of the ground slab and either its con-
nection to the column or foundation. Due to the nature of the design, 
the finish floor level sits on a slab that does not constitute the ground 
slab. The plenum and paper rollers sit beneath floor level, and thus 
makes it neccessary to use a secondary floor slab. This second slab 
will rest on concrete plinths (1) that are connected back to the foun-
dations to provide sufficient support. 

The general approach adopted to the groundworks along the sloping 
ground would be to create two containment walls and to back fill the 
gap created. This allows for less earth to be trasnported from site, as 
any excess excavated ground can be used as backfill. 

Depending on the ground conditions, the foundations will either be 
piles (poor ground conditions) or a raft (good ground conditions, 
shown).
As the building is situated on raised ground, it is assumed that the 
water table is much lower than the level of the foundations and will 
not suffer from hydrostatic forces. This will need to be fully assessed 
and surveyed to provide accurate resolution.

Due to construction constraints of casting a concrete wall so close to 
an existing wall structure, the west wall (2) will be rested on secant 
piling, which will also be used to restrain the existing brick wall as 
a new support. 

Secondary, suspended slab in 2 parts

Primary, ground slab

Secant piling 

2.

1.
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Structural Analysis: 
Section Cutaway
This cutaway isometric drawing allows the main elements of the 
structure to be seen, and also the heirachy of the neccessary levels 
within the library. Elements have been simplified for clarity.

Concrete Shear Wall

Precast Concrete Stair Wall

Ø 250mm Steel Column

Ø 250mm Steel Column

Steel Framed Platform Lift Structure 

Air & Light Permeable Mesh Steel Floor

200mm Universal Column

200mm Universal Column

150mm Secondary Slab

200mm Primary Slab

Trench Foundation

Secant Piling

Outer Brick Wall (non-structural)

Raft Foundation

400mm Ground Beam
400mm Ground Beam

Ø 500mm Concrete Plinths

Secondary Steelwork 
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Construction Method
This construction method is based upon the scenario set out on page 27. For the other scenarios, the initial stage will be changed accordingly.
Due to the different types of construction that take place in the build process, the entire timeline has been split into 3 stages for clarity. Also due to the production of insulation with the installed machin-
ery, it is required that this is completed first before the remainder of the building is finished.

Excavation of north portion of stables

 Support scaffolding put in place to support existing walls

  Foundations are poured and new structural walls erected

   Waterproofing & insulation fitted

    Machinery installed to prepare paper insulation

     Remainder of building demolished (excluding southwest lower brick wall) & bricks salvaged   North Section Finished

Scaffolding to southwest lower brick wall erected

 Installation of temporary partition to existing north structure

  Ground excavated to necessary depth

   Secant piling drilled and southwest lower brick wall tied back to piles

    Raft foundation laid

     All remaining concrete substructure poured and cured

      Void backfilled and primary slab laid

       Plinths installed and secondary slab laid

        Monolithic concrete cast in-situ ‘box’ areas erected

         Steel frame erected along with concrete cast in-situ stair wall, steel stairs and platform lift structure 

          Structure tied to rigid concrete element; temporary partition wall removed

           Mechanical, electrical and public health elements installed

            Glazing, roof and waterproofing applied; building made weatherproof

Interior elements installed

 Cladding installed

  Interior fit out takes place

   Hand over of building

PH
A

SE
 1

Demolition

New Build

Finishing

PH
A

SE
 2

TI
M

E

PH
A

SE
 3
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Mechanical & Electrical 
and Public Health

The main services requirements for the building are as follows:

For the main lobby & toilet space, water provisions will be nec-• 
cessary for general sanitary use, and electricity for the genera-
tion of hot water, reception desk and lighting.
In the library, it is anticipated that the actual archive space • 
will predominantly need electricity for the provision of lighting 
during the evening, and potentially electricity to power the ink 
pumps.
The ‘workshop’ area will again mainly need electricity for • 
general task lighting. All the machinery used in the production 
of paper will be provided with energy from the generator and 
motor in the basement area.

Proposed Electrical Socket

Proposed Water Supply
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The diagram above shows one of the strategies for collecting and 
reusing rainwater. By harvesting rainwater the need for water from 
existing pipes is lower and will have an overall positive impact. 

Water is collected via an insulated roof gutter. This water is passed 
through a filter for any neccessary treatment to make it potable as 
drinking water. A large storage tank above the toilets stores this 
water, and can also double up as a hot water tank. This will mean 
that the roof is insulated to keep as much heat in as possible. As a 
secondary effect, any heat given off will provide warmth to the lobby 
space. The tank will require an overrun system, and also access to 
an existing source of water to supplement levels if rainfall is  par-
ticularly low.

See page 67 for an overview of the drainage strategy and general 
movement of water through the building.

It is intended primarily that a septic tank or biogas digester be used 
to manage the waste that is produced by the toilets. This can also 
be used to accept the waste of the surrounding buildings. The main 
factor for using biogas is that it can be used to power the CHP (dis-
cussed on page 42) as a main or supplementary source of fuel. 

There are certain restrictions on the use of biogas and septic tanks, 
namely the location of such an installation on a beauty spot, and the 
general access for sludging. Because of this, further consultation will 
be needed with specialists in the industry. 

If it is not possible to use this method of waste management, it is 
very likely, due to the sheer proximity to existing drainage (main 
house), that it will be possible to tap into the nearby sewage pipes. 

Principle of biogas generation. Image sourced from www.industrialgasplants.com
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Movement of Materials through the Building

As a general response to the initial brief, the drawings below show 
the movement of materials through the building, and the mecha-
nisms that are required to make the system work. 

The long section best illustrates the movement of paper through the 
building and where it gets constituted in the building. 

1. Wood is pulped in vat
2. Pulp is suspended in water and bleached
3. Pulp is distributed on roller bed and pressed to dry
4. Resulting paper is cut to size
5. This is then hung to dry
6. Once dry, the paper is further cut down to size and bound. 
7. This book is then passed onto the wedding couple to document 
their stories, and as a guestbook during the wedding.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

The general movement of ink is shown above.
1. Ink is delivered from workshop area
2. Ink is firstly stored in the primary orb
3. Hydraulic pumps spray ink on the paper acting as light diffusers 
everytime a wedding takes place
4. Ink is also stored in the secondary lower orb
5. Ink is delivered to the desks and writing implements
6. As in ‘3.’, ink is also sprayed on external paper cavasses

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
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Acoustic Qualities
Acoustically, the most significant noice levels will originate from the 
machinery that is needed for the production of paper. It is envisaged 
that this will be quite high, and thus will require certain measures 
to reduce the penetration of excessive noise throughout the building, 
especially the library.

By looking at the diagrams below, it shows the intended line of 
acoustic insulation for the workshop area. For the exact amount of 
sound insualtion needed consultation with an acoustics expert will 
be needed. 

Louder Areas

Line of acoustic insulation
This is to prevent the excessive noise transmission of the machinery 
overly affecting the rest of the building and the surrounding areas 
outside the workshop area.

As a neccessary precaution, correct detailing for the doors and the 
connections/seals will be needed to be designed at a later stage in the 
design process to ensure that a high quality acoustic seal is created.

In relation to the site, the acoustic influences are very small. Castle 
Hedingham as a village itself experiences very little noise pollution. 
Traffic levels are very low, and as the motte & bailey are located 
centrally in the grounds and away from the main road, noise from 
passing cars is negligle.
The rest of the building does not require any significant acoustic in-

sulation or attenuation. The library space would benefit from acoustic 
insulation to prevent excessive reverb and to create a comfortable and 
peaceful reading space.

Other strategies to combat noise production would be to insulate the 
loud mechanisms themselves to further prevent noise transmission, 
and to specify lower noise machines.
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By looking at the building in section, we can see that the floor of the 
library will also need some residual acoustic insulation, along the line 
of the paper rollers. This can be achieved by using acoustic insula-
tion under the secondary slab and also by using thicker glass for the 
central walkway. It is important to also investigate any vibrations of 
connections to prevent passive noise creation from the machinery.
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Means of Escape
The diagram illustrates the main escape routes in the case of an 
emergency. One is accessible by wheelchair whilst one is not. 
The routes satisfy the need for a minimum of 45m if there is more 
than one direction of escape. 

The staircase allows for access from the mezzanine. At the current 
time, there is limited regulation for access from open mezzanine 
levels. As it is not suitable to use the platform lift in the event of a 
fire, a refuge call point will be needed for wheelchair users at the top 
of the staircse (1).

Final exits are located by red circles. These will need to be 800mm 
minimum in width to accomodate for wheelchair users. As the oc-
cupancy of the library is not anticpated to exceed 40 people, 800mm 
will be sufficient to allow the flow of people to quickly vacate the 
building. For more analysis of fire and smoke management, please 
see page. 69.

Route Distance/m

AD 14.6

AC 20.4

ED 11.4

BD 23.4

BC 16.6

FGHBD 41.7

FGHBC 34.9

Mezzanine Level

Ground Level

1.
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Disabled Access
By looking at Building Regulations Part M, it is possible to ensure 
that the building is fully accessible to wheelchair users (where is it 
deemed neccessary). The main areas that do not require wheelchair 
access are the two workshop spaces: the paper & ink preparation 
area and the drying area. All circulation routes within the library and 
writing area will be level to prevent any difficulties for wheelchair 
users.

Vertical movement through the building to the upper mezzanine 
is achieved via the platform lift incorporated into the staircase, as 
shown below. This platform lift will be of a direct screw & nut type 
to eliminate the need for machinery above ground level.

Access to the building is achieved by the entrance opposite the main 
house. It is intended that the entrance is level to remove the need 
for an access ramp. However, if it is the case that floor level does 
not meet external ground level, then a ramp will need to be added. 
A possible location for the ramp is shown below, and will need to be 
angled at 1:20 to provide a comfortable slope for wheelchair users.

1.2.

23 Equal Risers over 4500mm maximum 200mm
22 Goings of minimum 220mm

For location see page.19

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.
18.

19.
20.

21. 22.

All doors that access the circulation routes will also need to be 
a minimum of 750mm in width to allow wheelchair users to pass 
through. 

Two disabled toilets are installed to allow both disabled and non-
disabled visitors to use.

As a guideline, most of the disabled access strategy has been referred 
from Building Regulations Part M (2004 ed.). More detailed anaylsis 
can be achieved with the aid of consultants.

Lift Zone

Lift Pit

Guiding structure

Lift

GF FFL

1F FFL



Concept drawing excerpt. See appendix for full drawing.
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Energy Strategy Mezzanine Floor

The use of energy in the building arises from various different elements. As the preparation of pulp 
is a mechanically driven process, it is neccessary that a power source will be needed. Due to the high 
levels of power needed to pulp wood, it is intended that a fuel-powered system will be used, such as 
gas or petroleum. The most suitable fuel would be gas, for a number of reasons:

It is readily available• 
It can be extracted from biomass containers or landfill sites, alleviating demand on natural re-• 
sources
It has the potential to be used as a Combined Heat & Power (CHP) source• 
Is much cleaner and more efficient than petroleum• 
It is not experimental and is easy to install and maintain• 

The above points can be advantageous to the environmental design of the building. By installing 
biomass tanks or sceptic tanks as the primary method of waste disposal/storage, the resulting emitted 
gases can be used to power the engines needed to pulp the wood. 
Secondly, as a primary heat source it is possible to use the power generator as a CHP, and to use 
any expelled heat energy within the rest of the building. As a general precaution however, it will be 
important to keep any emissions created by the engine totally separate from the inside environment, 
yet maintaining a platform for heat transfer. Thorough investigations into emissions from the energy 
source specialists will be needed.

The environmental requirement of the library is also extremely important. The archival aspect of the 
space requires that certain conditions are maintained inside the space, with minimal fluctuations in 
temperature and humidity. Other factors such as light impact on the paper are also discussed in this 
report.

The design of the mezzanine level floor is such that it acts as a permeable skin for light and air to pass 
through. It is important, however, to ensure that it is not possible to look up through the glazing. This 
will mean a frosted glass sheet to be used instead of a clear glass sheet. It is important to highlight 
this before discussing various ventilation techniques.
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Regulation of Internal Environment
The explanation of the internal environment can be illustrated 
by the climatic extremes that the building is subjected to, i.e. the 
hottest period in summer and the coldest in winter.

As already mentioned, the main heat source to the building is 
mechanically driven via the gas engine, and its heat source can 
be used to warm the entire building. The warmth of the air in 
the underfloor plenum is also used to dry the paper that passes 
through the rollers. 

The sections illustrate the intention of heat flow through the 
building in winter and summer.

Winter

Summer

In winter, the gas engine is set to produce heat as well as provide 
mechanical energy during most of the day (when needed). The 
heat that is produced is channeled by either mechanical vents or 
air pressure differences through the building via an underfloor 
air plenum (1), and up through the glazed columns (2) to bring 
warmth to the library. To ensure that any emissions are not kept 
in the building for an excessive amount of time, chimenys above 
the columns allow exhaust of this air (3). 

It is of high importance that the internal temperature is kept rel-
atively constant. Any fluctuations in temperaure can potentially 
damage the books, and ruin the collection. To implement this, it 
is recommended that a thermostat is used.

In the summer months, when warm air flow through the building 
is undesirable, the plenum can be either opened up at the south 
end of the building (1) and the chimenys closed off via shut-off 
valves (2), or funnelled out via the basement (3). This also means 
that the generator will only need to be used purely for pulping 
of wood. 

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.
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The section across illustrates the movement of heat 
vertically through the building. Warm exhaust air is 
drawn into the plenum and up into the columns by 
either temperature differences, external wind pres-
sures or mechanical fans. These columns in the li-
brary are encased in sculptural glass to allow easy 
transfer of heat from the columns into the room, 
without allowing the exhaust air from the generator 
to reach the inside air. The chimneys at the top of 
the columns allow the exhaust air to be displaced 
by fresh air to prevent any possible dangerous gases 
staying within the plenum. 

It is of high importance to ensure that the columns 
are completely sealed, with sensors to detect any 
cracks in the seals that may occur. 

The expanded column drawing locates the shut-off 
louvres in the column. They are located at the top 
and base of the column to regulate the air flow into 
and out of the columns. When heat is not desirable 
the bottom louvres are shut, if heat is to be drawn in 
or expelled the top louvres are open. These will be 
controlled by electric actuators and motors linked to 
a central thermostat, and to achieve the correct level 
of warm air movement an environmental engineer 
should be consulted.

It should be noted that the intention was to have 
the archive on the lowest level, so that the tempera-
ture remained the coolest as the colder denser air 
displaces the warmer air.

Heating Columns
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The movement of natural air occurs across the east-west axis of the 
building due to the southwesterly prevailing wind. The short sections 
below illustrate again two scenarios in summer and winter.

In the summer, prevailing wind from a southwesterly direction passes over the roof (1). The wind cowls 
create a stack effect in the double height space: the departing air in the vicinity of the cowl exhaust (2) 
creates a vacuum, causing movement of the warm air situated in the upper level of the library out through 
the cowl (3). Fresh air is also drawn into the building by the direction of wind travel (4) and vacuum. 
This denser, cold air displaces the warmer, less dense air and falls to the lower area of the double height 
space (5). The warmer air is pushed nearer the outlet for the cowl (6); this movement of air keeps the 
library space ventilated and comfortable. The option of allowing fresh air to enter via openings in the 
glazed facade (7) is also possible; air can be drawn up the double height space by stack effect. In the 
event of  low wind speeds, mechanical fans can be employed to aid movement of air or supplemented 
with the aid of air conditioning.

1.

1.

2.

3.

5.

7.

7.

6.

4.

SUMMER
WINTER

In the winter, it is desirable to avoid bringing in excessive amounts of cold outside air, yet at the same 
time keeping the air of a high quality by air conditioning. The cowls in this instance can be used in a 
secondary function. Using the concept of heat recovery and the same principles as in the summer strategy, 
warm, moist, stale air that is drawn out of the building can be used to condition and warm the air that is 
drawn into the building (1). As a result, the air quality of the library is maintained at a relatively constant 
level. Another benefit this brings is that the humidity is also controlled, a factor that is very important in 
the maintainance of the archive. It is important that in both cases, humidity is kept constant. Large vari-
ations in humidity will damage the collection. For optimal anaylsis of air movement, it is recommended 
that an environmental engineer is consulted. 

Natural Ventilation
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Solar Gain

Looking at the site analysis we can assess what impact solar gain will 
have on the internal environment. The diagram above shows the are-
as which will receive the highest levls of solar gain. With this analysis 
it is possible to see what areas will require shading to prevent over-
heating. The southern facade will not need shading as it is intended 
that the paper hangers receive the maximum amount of sunlight 
possible to aid drying. It will mean this particular area, is ventilated 

to prevent excessive heat. In the library space, the glazing will pos-
sibly need solar shading devices to prevent excessive heat penetrating 
into the space, and causing it to overheat. As the environment in 
the library needs to be strictly controlled, these mechanisms must be 
well designed and controlled. To achieve the correct shading for each 
area, it is best to consult an environmental engineer to assist in the 
design of overhangs and louvres.  

High amount of Solar Gain
Low amount of Solar Gain
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Environmental Impact:
Building Construction

Environmental Impact:
Building Life Cycle

Conservation Measures

There are many factors that can be assessed in the conservation of 
materials and energy in the construction and use of the building. 
Firstly, a type of recycled paper insulation can be used in the skin of 
the building. Warmcel 100 is a product currently on the market that 
uses cellulose fibre (paper fibre) as an insulate. To link this back to 
the building, it is intended that the pulping vat can be used to create 
the insulation for the rest of the building, meaning that the paper 
workshop will need to be constructed first in order to facilitate the 
construction of the remainder of the buidling. Exact details and ap-
plication of Warmcel 100 will need to be sourced from an expert in 
the profession, but it is hoped that its concept can be migrated to 
this particlar situation. 

Secondly, by using biogas (obtained from biomass) to power the CHP 
it means that less natural resources are used in powering the heating 
systems. The anticipated amount of gas produced will need to be fully 
assessed to analyse what the exact contribution will be. Staying on 
the subject of biomass, it has been found that wood and its derived 
products and waste can contribute a large amount of recovered en-
ergy. In the paper industry, a waste product known as ‘black liquor’ 
created from the process of pulping is one of the largest sources of 
energy from wood for biomass. This can be applied to the processes 
that occur in the building, with the waste that is created from pulping 
wood being deposited in the biomass tank. 

To assess the environmental impact of the building during construc-
tion, the materials use, processes involved and embodied energy must 
be taken into account.

Concrete
Instead of utilising the standard Portland Cement-based concrete, an 
alternative is to be used in the form of Geopolymer concrete. This 
type of concrete uses fly-ash, a massively abundant by-product of in-
dustry. Its embodied energy is also much lower than that of ordinary 
cement. According to a study carried out by the University of Bath, 
replacing 50% of the Portland Cement mix with fly-ash reducdes the 
embodied energy by 50%. By using fly-ash, the need for the disposal 
of this by-product is also hugely eliminated. 

Wood
The timber used to clad the north-east facade will be sourced from 
the site to reduce the neccessity of energy used to transport wood 
from elsewhere. Trees that are cut down will be replaced by planting 
new ones.

Steel
Most of the environmental impact of steel arises from the produc-
tion process, in smelting, the by-products created and water used for 
cooling. It also requires the extraction of natural resources. The most 
effective method of reducing this effect it to use recycled steel,  which 
uses less embodied energy and produces less waste.

Glass
Where possible, recycled glass is to be used for the same reasons as 
steel.

Brick
Bricks from the old stables will be reused in the south-west facade, 
eliminating the need to buy in new ones.

Overall, by using the above guidelines and approaches, it is hoped 
that in constructing the building, energy is reduced where possible.

By analysing the waste products created in the use of the building it 
is possible to assess the impact of the building throughout its life.

Emissions
The main emissions from the building emenate from the use of the 
gas engine to power the pulping vat. The emissions that are derived 
from this will need to be assessed with the help of an appropriate 
engineer, skilled in the day-to-day use of gas engines and its relevant 
consequences. Futher to this, if may be possible to use strategies to 
combat emissions. 

Waste Material
As already mentioned, the sanitary waste produced is intended to be 
stored as biomass in the recovery of energy produced by anaerobic 
respiration of the waste.

Materials Used
In the production of paper, the main constituents are wood and water. 
Both are renewable, but it is important to monitor and mitigate the 
use of wood by replanting the same amount of trees that are felled 
for paper production. Ink production uses very little amount of raw 
materials, most of which can be obtained from recycled sources. 

Heat Loss
By good and correct governance of the internal environment and good 
skin design, it should be possible not to waste excessive amounts of 
energy through heat loss from the skin. 

By looking at the above factors, a large portion of the environmental 
impact in the use of the building is determined by the occupants and 
how it is used. Thus it is important that correct briefing is given to 
the occupants when the building is finally handed over after con-
struction.



Concept drawing excerpt. See appendix for full drawing.
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Planning Constraints
Having published a ‘Village Design Statement’ the parish of Castle Hedingham have outlined certain 
measures and guidelines for the construction of new buildings and the renovation of existing ones.

Key points that are made that have an influence on the attitude towards  design include the follow-
ing:

Selecting and using traditional materials used within the historic centre• 
New developments should not dominate surroundings• 
Careful consideration should be given to the impact of construction on views across the village, • 
particularly those of the Castle and other historically important buildings
Development undertaken in certain areas should be in keeping with the planned nature of existing • 
buildings

Due to the nature of the project, is it anticipated that the design will not remain within the boundaries 
of the recommendations. However, some of the elements in the design do reflect the above guidelines. 
The reclaimation of brick for the use of the facades, and the use of the existing building to limit the 
overall height has afforded the building the use of traditional materials, and not let the shape and 
form dominate the surrounding buildings. By using timber on the exterior has also given the building 
a character that is not overly distinct to that of the existing structures. It is this blend of modern tech-
nology and rustic materials that pupports this project’s characteristic; the idea of a medieval modern 
technology. The drawing below outlines the protracted impact of the envelope.

Local & Financial Context
The decision by the owners of Hedingham Castle to build the library stem from an ideological desire to 
reinvigorate the site and its context within modern society. The project is less about maintaining a tried and 
tested character, moreover it is trying to shift the site’s image towards that of a more modern approach. Hav-
ing said this, it is an attempt to achieve this new dimension whilst at the same time not totally disregarding 
the incredibly rich and interesting history the site holds. 

By building this library, the owners intend to try and add a new dimension to Hedingham’s wedding char-
acter, by offering a unique setting and focal point within the context of the marriage. It’s local context sits 
firmly within the ideals of the Castle more than the town, however the repository could possibly be used to 
house the parishes’ historical documents too. 

Financially, the project is anticipated to be of a high cost for a building of its size, due mostly in part to the 
bespoke nature of many of the individual elements. As mentioned in the brief, this project is also a personal 
journey of the client to try and impose an intervention in history, another milestone in the story of Hed-
ingham Castle. In this sense, it is best to view the project more as an indulgence rather than a solid business 
investment, however, it is hoped that because of the new construction, it will attract a wider demographic 
of the population to hold their weddings at the venue, resulting in more business.

As a knock-on effect of the library’s situation within the Castle grounds, it may also bring additional visitors 
interested in seeing a major juxtaposition in architecture between the new (library) and the old (Keep).
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The above diagram is a visual method of understanding the needs 
and requirements of the contract that is to be used. The table below 
supplements this diagram.

Criteria Priority

1 2 3 4 5

Cost C1 Lowest spend x

C2 Certainty of price x

C3 Value for money x

Time T1 Earliest start on site x

T2 Certainty over contract duration x

T3 Shortest contract x

Quality Q1 Highest quality x

Q2 Control over design x

Q3 Detail design important x

By analysing the requirements above, it is clear that quality in build 
and certainties in budget and time are the most important factors 
for the client in this situation.

To be able to see which procurement method best suits the 
project, a quick summary of the most common methods will aid 
assessment:

Traditional
Certainty in cost & time before commitment to build
Slow process
Client retains full power over quality
Client retains full power over design

Design & Build
Certainty in cost & time provided by contractor
Fast process
Client loses all power over quality and design

Management
Little certainty in cost & time; parallel nature of work does not 
allow for problems that can arise
Potential for fast process
Client retains full power over quality and design

From these three methods, it is clear that a traditional procure-
ment method would be most suited to the project, as this would 
allow all design drawings and documentation to be produced 
before commencing construction. For a private client such as 
the owners of Hedingham Castle, this may afford them a greater 
confidence than employing a management method, which they 
may not have enough experience to engage with. By allowing 
the clients to see a fully resolved design before building, they 
will feel happier about less problems occuring during construc-
tion. In traditional procurement much of the risk is also associ-
ated to the contractor, another element to the method that will 
suit the novice client.

In situations where a private client is building a personal project, 
it is likely that they will want total control over the final fin-
ishes that will be used in the design. This is why the traditional 
method is also beneficial, in the sense that the client retains 
complete control.

Due to the wishes of the client to provide a lump sum in regards 
to fees, this also suits the assured nature of the procurement 
method in terms of cost and time.

It may also be beneficial to carry out a two stage tender proc-
ess, to allow for market testing of, in this case, new and untried 
technologies so that a better cost appraisal can be achieved.

Procurement Strategies
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Role of the Architect & Architectural Practice Contractual Relationship with Client
Due to the fact that the architect is employed as the primary consultant in the design process, he or 
she will have a responsibility to understand and coordinate all other consultants hired by the client. 
The architect will need to ensure that all designs meet any regulations that are in place and need to be 
followed. 

The architect will also need to respond to the wishes and needs of the client so as to deliver a project 
akin to the clients wants. By looking at the diagram below (extracted from ‘Which Contract?’, RIBA 
Publications), it can be seen that the architect will be chiefly involved in design up to pre-construction, 
when the contractor is brought on-board to the project and the architect is required to provide informa-
tion to facilitate construction. It is important that the architect provides information on time to avoid 
claims by the client.

By citing another another diagram in the RIBA’s ‘Which Contract’, the chain of command and respon-
sibility can be assessed in relation to the project:

Figure 3·1: Plan of Work stages: traditional procurement

Pre-design Design Pre-construction Construction

2 CD

3 EF

4 G

7 K
L

5 H

6 J

1 AB

Consultants

Contractor

Figure 3·4: Contractual relationships: traditional procurement

Client

Building 
contract

Collateral
agreement/

warrantyContract for
services

Collateral agreement / warranty

Contractor

Client selected
suppliers

Client selected 
sub-contractors

Domestic
sub-contractors

suppliers

Consultants

The diagram demonstrates the separate agreements between the contractor and architect, and if appli-
cable subcontractors which are client selected. In this scenario, both the consulants and contractor are 
contractually obliged to carry out their duties in accordance with the contract, i.e. for the contractor to 
meet certain prescribed qualities, and consultants to apply their knowledge in a competent manner.

As the client is bound contractually to separate consultants, this allows him or her to maintain control 
over every aspect of the design process.

In most cases the architect is also the contract administrator, overseeing the progress of the construc-
tion and the checking correct documentation for the the building contract is used, signed and delivered. 
This role is intended to be an impartial role, as an objective third party to balance the interests in all 
parties involved.
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Consultants, Contractors & Suppliers

List of standard consultants:

Structural Engineer
Environmental Engineer
Electrical Engineer
Services Engineer
Acoustics Engineer
Lighting Engineer
Fire Consultant
Planning Consultant
Access Consultant

List of non-standard consultants:

Archiving Specialist
Paper Production Specialist
Printing & Bookbinding Specialist
Renovation Specialist (brickwork)

List of potential subcontractors:

Concrete Subcontractor
Steel Subcontractor
Cladding (+ possible separate glazing) Subcontractor
Services Subcontractor
Roofing Subcontractor
Mezzanine Subcontractor
Paper & Ink Mechanisms Subcontractor
Waterproofing Subcontractor
Lift Subcontractor
Energy Subcontractor

Proposed Team:

Client
Lead Architect
Design Team
Contractor
Subcontractors
Quantity Surveyor
CDM Co-ordinator
Project Manager
Document Control

External Governing Bodies:

Essex & Castle Hedingham Planning Council
Building Control

Suppliers:

Timber (potentially localised)
Steel
Geopolymer Concrete & Steel Reinforcement (fly ash)
Waterproofing
Insulation (potentially localised)
Lift
Steel Stair
Generator 



Concept drawing excerpt. See appendix for full drawing.
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Materials Analysis Line of Weatherproofing

This section will list the intended materials that will be used in the construction of the library:

Concrete - The use of concrete will allow a cheap and strong substructure to be achieved on • 
site. It’s relative inertness is also a key factor in its low maintenance needs. As a response to 
the effects of concrete production on the environment, it is recommended that geopolymer 
concrete (fly-ash concrete) be used, as it releases much less carbon dioxide then Portland con-
crete during the curing process. Its stiffness allows for a rigid frame to be constructed around 
the steel-framed library area, which is susceptible to movement (see structural analysis).
Steel framing is used as a lightweight and small form factor structural solution to the library; • 
it is not intended for monolithic and imposing walls to be created in the library so steel pro-
vides an ideal solution to this need. 
Glazing used throughout the building shall ideally be triple glazed and low-e coated to pro-• 
vide adequate thermal insulation to the library. 
By using paper as light diffusers on the rooflights, any ultraviolet light that is harmful to the • 
books can be absorbed by the replaceable filter. This allows light to pass through, yet provides 
a diffuse glow rather than a direct beam.
The external walls are to be clad in timber, locally sourced from the site to keep a ‘soft’ • 
facade.
All machinery and ornamental pieces are to be constructed from mild steel. This will need • 
to be treated either by hot-dip galvanisation or electroplating to prevent rust if exposed to 
rain and water.

The section across illustrates the line of defence between the external elements and the internal environment. 
It is important to ensure that these barriers are not broken in any way and that different elements connect 
to each other in a proper and suitable manner.

Points in the skin that will need careful assessment and proper design are indicated also; the roofing vents 
(1) will need specialist weather louvres to prevent water ingress and cold bridging, and the ink orbs (2) will 
require proper insulation to again prevent cold bridging. The former may require specialist manufacturers 
to aid with design.

1. 1.

2.

2.
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Waterproofing

The primary aim of this section is to discuss and illustrate via the 
help of detailed drawings how some of the key junctions are made 
waterproof. The main areas that will need to be considered include 
ground-to-wall conditions, and all roof connections. These are the 
points in the building where water ingress is most likely to occur, 
and will need to be examined.

It is easiest to illustrate the above sections by using detailed drawings 
of the key junctions. The following drawings are annotated to allow 
a clear explanation of the strategies and principles that are intended 
to be outlined.

01.

08

02

03

04

06

07

05

Interstitial Condensation

From looking at the waterproofing strategy of the key junctions, 
it is also similarly important to assess any areas where interstitial 
condensation may occur and cause damage to insulation, structure 
or finishes. 

As the climate of the UK exposes buildings to cold outside tempera-
tures and warm inside temperatures, it is imperative that during the 
winter months, warm moist air internally is not allowed to reach 
the colder external temperature. This would cause condensation at 
the dew point and can potentially cause large amounts of damage to 
building elements. Strategies that can be employed to counter this 
include placing a vapour barrier on the warm side of the insulation 
so that moisture never reaches a cold surface, or by situating the dew 
point outside of the wall zone. 

Thermal Performance of 
Envelope
The final area that will need to be assessed in relation to the skin of 
the building is the insulation and how a continuous layer is created 
at the key junctions. 

Points that may need to be assessed with the help of an environmen-
tal engineer include the U-value of the skin, thickness of insulation 
and performance of glazing units. This assessment is intrinsically 
linked to the discussions in the previous section ‘The Building En-
vironment’.
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01 Foundations & Ground Condition
1:10 @ A3

200mm Steel column

150mm Insulated metal panel

Steel fixing angle

Timber cladding

Rubber infill

Steel flashing

1:80 Fall away from building

Interior finish

Steel-concrete connection plate

This detail illustrates the area where the ground meets the external 
skin of the building. Key elements that determine the performance 
of the skin include the continuous line of waterproofing, also being 
connected to the vapour barrier and insulated metal panel.

As already discussed, the insulation used in the library area and 
lobby/reception will be loose fill cellulose fibres, produed from or-
ganic tree material. Because this material is loose fill, it will need a 
structure to give it shape. This has resulted in the decision to use 
a metal panelling system to allow this to happen. By using a metal 
panelling system this also allows a substructure on which the timber 
cladding can be fixed.

12mm Wood skirting

Floor finish

150mm Secondary slab

400mm Ground beam

Steel reinforcement

Waterproofing layer

Insulation

200mm Primary slab
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Due to the necessity of having a 150mm vertical clear-
ance height for waterproofing fixings, it is necessary to 
employ the use of an upstand at the roof junction of 
the building. 

Important points include the use of angled fillets to 
prevent tearing of the vapour barrier, suitable falls for  
drainage and the coninuation of the insulation line into 
the glazing system.

02 Parapet Condition 1
1:5 @ A3

Aluminium flashing

Timber piece (warm)

Metal cladding

150mm Insulation

12mm Plywood board
Steel upstand

Roofing membrane

Vapour barrier
1:80 Fall

1% Fall

Rubber fillet for vapour barrier

Plywood plank

200mm Steel beam

Steel beam in rear

Clip-on plate

Thermally broken transom

Ceiling finish

Triple glazing, 40mm
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03 Parapet Condition 2
1:10 @ A3

Aluminium flashing
Timber piece (warm)

Metal cladding

150mm Insulation

12mm Plywood board

Steel upstand

Waterproofing layer

Vapour barrier

Rubber fillet for vapour barrier

200mm Steel beam

Column in rear

Clip-on fascia

Ceiling finish

Triple glazing, 40mm

Thermally broken steel transom

This detail shows a similar situation to the previous 
detail with a slanted roof beam.

1:80 Fall

1% Fall
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04 Glazing & Brick Masonry Detail
1:5 @ A3

Transom in rear

Triple glazing, 40mm

Transom
Floor finish

Rubber sealant
Steel angle

Steel fixing angle
Ground beam

Vapour barrier

Clip-on flashing
Masonry brick support angle

150mm Insulation
Air brick

Ventilation cavity

Insect mesh

Recovered brick

This drawing illustrates the need for a ventilated cav-
ity behind the masonry line. Because brickwork is not 
waterproof and is porous, water can penetrate into the 
air gaps and begin to form mould. As a result, it will be 
necessary to keep the skin ventilated via air bricks.

In this situation, because of the use of full height glaz-
ing it will be necessary to venilate the inner side to 
prevent condensation.
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05 Masonry Wall Horizontal Detail
1:5 @ A3

100mm Interior finish

300mm Concrete wall

Dovetail joint cast into wall

Wall tie

150mm Insulation

50mm Cavity

Recovered brick

Wall tie

Vapour barrier

Following on from the previous detail, it is also nec-
essary to tie the brick wall back to the supporting 
structure. This detail shows one method of casting and 
connecting a brick wall to a concrete wall. It is impor-
tant to note that the wall tie should be angled upwards 
towards the inner line to prevent water from travelling 
between the cavity.
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Wood block (warm)

Wood block (warm)

Insulated transom

Transom in back

Chimney in back

Triple glazed rooflight

12mm Plywood
Aluminium flashing

Insulation

Gutter

50mm Timber board

50mm Steel upstand

150mm Steel beam

Ceiling finish

200mm Steel beam

Paper diffuser holder

Vapour barrier

150mm Steel beam

Folded steel cover

06 Rooflight Gutter Detail
1:5 @ A3

In the case of the rooflight and chimney configuration, 
it will be necessary to untilise two separate channels to 
allow the proper unobstructed flow of water through 
the gutter. This detail shows how this configutration 
will work, along with the method of draining water 
from slanted rooflight glazing.
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07 Rainwater Collection Gutter
1:10 @ A3

Waterproof roofing membrane

150mm Insulation

12mm Plywood sheet
Vapour barrier
Gutter support angle

Rubber infill
Aluminium gutter sheet

Gutter support structure

Insulated downpipe to water 
collection tank

This detail has been adapted from a Kingspan guttering detail. It 
retains the general principles of keeping the vapour barrier on the 
warm side of the insulation, whilst connecting the gutter structure to 
a support angle and keeping the line of insulation constant.
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08 Rainwater Collection Gutter
1:5 @ A3

12mm Plywood sheet

Internal finish

200mm Square section steel

50mm Timber stud

Thermally broken steel frame

Rubber mastic sealant
Chamfered edge

Vapour barrier

Insulated metal panel

Steel fixing angle

Insect mesh

Half-sphere double glazing (30mm)
Argon gas cavity

This is an experimental detail exploring the idea of the Ink Orbs. 
By taking the simple concept of a window and changing the form 
into a half-sphere, it is possible to create a contained space in which 
to store ink. This will require adequate waterproofing and careful 
consideration of cold-bridging. The movement of liquids through the 
skin may also pose potential problems with heat loss internally to 
the external.
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Solar Gain & Natural Lighting

The section across shows the main sources of light into the library 
space. Also illustrated are the various devices for controlling light 
into the library. 

During research carried out, it has been found that certain wave-
lengths of natural light cause the cellulose fibres to be damaged. To 
combat this effect, paper light filters have been installed under the 
rooflights (1) to provide an internal canvas for ink to be spray onto, a 
light diffuser and lastly a UV light absorber. By using this perishable 
skin, damage to the books is avoided from light entering through the 
roolights. Heavy treated paper external fins (2) (waterproofed) are 
also fitted to prevent excess amount of sunlight reaching the books 
stored nearest the glazing.

Overhangs are also indicated as a potential shading option (3) for the 
internal spaces, but due to the height of the glazing this may need to 
be significantly reworked to worked appropriately.

The ink orbs on the north east facade (4) provide a play on light 
passing through the ink, casting interesting coloured light into the 
library.

Solar gain will also be controlled by these strategies, but it will be 
required that further sunlight and heating analysis be carried out to 
fully appropriate these strategies,

The rooflights are used to provide primary tasklighting, and the 
remainder of the glazing is to provide supplementary lighting (ambi-
ence, atmosphere).

SKYLIGHT

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

DIRECT SUNLIGHT
DIRECT SUNLIGHT

To ensure that light from the rooflight passes right down to the lower 
areas of the double height space, the mezzanine floor is constructed 
from a mesh/open steel frame (1), with a lightly frosted glazing be-
low (2). This also allows air to pass through the bottom of the library 
to the top as outlined in the environmental strategy.
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Drainage Strategy
The roof plan highlights the intended route for water travel. Above 
the main library space, most of the water is channelled across and 
out towards the existing pitched roof with an outlet. A secondary 
outlet is also located towards the rainwater collection gutter, in case 
of any blockages. 

Above the lobby and paper preparation area, the roof is sloped to a 
gutter to collect falling rainwater. This rainwater is stored above the 
toilets, which require the most water. The storage is to be fitted with 
an overflow system in case of excess rain.

To be able to calculate the exact amount of drainage points it will be 
necessary to consult aservices engineer.

The rainwater that runs off from the main library roof 
could also be potentially collected for use in the work-
shop space. The section illustrates a possible location 
for a water collection tank.
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Maintenance Strategy
The following diagrams highlight methods of access for maintainance 
of certain elements in the building.

By locating the engine room at the rear of the building away 1. 
from the public space, the maintenance of the generator can take 
place with minimal impact. 
Strucutral glazing is used as flooring to the library circulation. 2. 
This is to be designed to allow removal and maintenance of the 
underfloor rollers.
Toilets will feature removable panels to hide all sanitaryware but 3. 
provide access when needed.
Provisions should be allocated for access to the water collection 4. 
tank.        

Exterior glazing will need to be cleaned. 5. 
Rooflights can be accessed via a cherry picker on the northeast 6. 
side of the building, as are the chimneys and wind cowls.
Ink orbs can be accessed with ladders, providing correct safety 7. 
measures are carried out.
Underfloor louvres can be accessed from removable glazed floor 8. 
panels.        

Lift machniery can be accessed by an entrance in the dry moat.9. 

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

5.

6.

7.

7.

9.
Lift Machinery

8.
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Fire Strategy
All materials will need to be specified to correct standards as set out 
in Part B2 of the building regulations.

As a general strategy, the walls as indicated will be specified to a 
fire rating of 30 minutes (blue). This is to prevent the spread of fire 
between the different compartments of the building (shown by dashes 
lines and red outline of compartment). By making the walls that abut 
the library 30 minute fire-rated also allows protection of the archive 
from fire attack in different areas of the building, hopefully long 
enough for the fire to be controlled and put out. 

Higher risk of fire due 
to machinery and fuel 
sources

1.

2.

Lower risk of fire Lower risk of fire

Smoke is a major proponent of fatalities in fires; the flow and move-
ment of smoke must be controlled in order to provide safe passages 
of escape for the users. Being a double height space, in the event of a 
fire most of the smoke will rise to approximately 8 metres above the 
ground floor level (1), allowing adequate headroom below to allow 
a relatively smoke free escape route. Concrete, relatively, has one of 
the highest resistances to fire and is rated Class A1. This means it 
is highly suited to the prevention of heat transfer between compart-
ments inside the building. To ensure that the steelwork also performs 
in a satisfactory manner, an intumescent paint layer will need to be 
applied

The evacuation of smoke can also be aided with the ventilation ele-
ments in the roof. The cowl can allow the movement of smoke out, 
and it can also be proposed that the columns are fitted with a sen-
sor to allow them to break their seal in the event of a fire, allowing 
smoke to leave the building via the chimneys (2). 

The stairwell has a smoke vent incorporated into the roof to extract 
any smoke that collects in the stair. This is as before, to provide a 
suitably smoke free passage of escape. 
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Health & Safety Construction Design Management
Under the ‘Health & Safety Executive: Construction (Design & Management) Regulations 2007’, as a de-
signer the architect is responsible for:

Eliminating hazards and risks during design • 
Providing information about remaining risks• 

By taking the points above it is possible to assess the risks that may arise from construction:

Provide clear signage that construction work is taking place• 
Fence off the boundary of the site to prevent accidental and deliberate unauthorised access• 
Provide adequate structural fencing where it is possible for pedestrians to accidentally fall and impact • 
on the fencing (Provision to sustain 3kN of applied force)
As the site is located in the proximity of potentially large amounts of human traffic, pathways and • 
boundaries must be clearly indicated.

Further assessment should be carried out with the help of the contractor and an appointed CDM co-ordina-
tor (appointed by client). It is important to know clearly who is in charge of health and safety on site, so 
that during any site visits checking the restrictions and rules is simple and quick.

General risks in construction include the use of heavy machinery, dangerous materials on site, ditches and 
holes that will present falling hazards, and falling items. These are to name but a few, and proper induction 
into good conduct on site will be required before anyone is to visit site. This will include the use of hard 
hats and steel toe-capped boots when on site.

Due to the nature of the building and location of heavy machinery inside, it is recommended that only 
skilled and qualified individuals use certain parts of the building. The main area is the paper prepara-
tion area, with the following risks:

Pulping vat - rotating blades are employed in the process of pulping. This presents itself as a • 
major risk of injury if not used properly.
Moving rollers - loose items of clothing can be caught in the rollers when they are operational so • 
it is imperative that this is addressed.
Movement of heavy lumber - felled timber is stored in this area, and can be dangerous if handled • 
by uncapable persons.
Ink preparation - some materials can be potentially harmful if ingested/used in the correct fashion. • 
Ink should only be prepared by capable persons.

Other risk factors in the use of the building:

Sharp implements are employed in the sizing of paper. Caution should be used when utilising • 
these. 
Balustrading - all balustrades should be designed to withstand the appropriate forces (up to 3kN) • 
and minimum height 1100mm as outlined in the Building Regulations. 
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Plan of initial library, ground floor

This plan illustrated a layout of a space that included elements where the users interaction formed a mark 
on the skin of the building itself. It was also attached to a new gatehouse, which was installed as part of a 
wider narrative into the future of the site. This scheme was abandoned for a more rationalised scheme.
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Plan of initial library, upper floor

This plan illustrated shows the locking mechanism that controls the gatehouse. This was intended to create 
a space of its own in the house, altering scales and perceptions.
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Section

This section began to explore the vertical arrangement of elements of the project. Spaces and skins were not 
yet fully resolved at this point, but were discussed with the introduction of some pieces intertwined with 
the narrative.
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Section

The direction behind this drawing is along the same vein of thought as the previous one, heavy exploration 
in drawing language, arrangement of spaces and linking of elements were the dominant thoughts to the 
composition.
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Detail - Ink flow systems

This detail again explores pieces of an envisaged system, that tests 
links between elements and projects the flow of ink to different parts 
of the system.
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Detail - Ink flow systems

This detail explores how ink could be stored and leaked out into 
architectural elements, staining the landscape as a result of human 
interaction.
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